Most of the time the records fail because of these 3 reasons:
1- Lack of 245a
2- Lack of 260b
3- No 300 tag

Wrongly catalogued audios also don’t make it, please see the 2 most common cases below:

The #A3 tag (marc leader) shows the middle letter as an “a” which means book, yet the record is clearly a video. It should be the letter “g”, as in “ngm”.

The #A3 tag (marc leader) shows the middle letter as an “a” which means book, yet the record is clearly a sound recording. It should be the letter “i”, as in “nim”.

If the record were a sound recording, but a musical sound recording then the letter should’ve been a “j”. If the record were a kit then the letter should’ve been a “k”. If the record were a computer file then the letter should’ve been an “o”, and so on....